
Elementary ELA Classrooms  

and  

the Common Core 

The 6 shifts and Their Implications for Classroom Instruction 



Rigor 

• On a sticky note-write your definition of the 
word rigor 

• Turn and Talk to your partner about three 
things- 

– Your definition 

– How does the word rigor relates to the Common Core State 
Standards? 

– What might rigor look like in the Elementary Classroom? 



“Fewer, Clearer, Higher” 



Instructional shifts 

• Increase Reading of Informational text 

• Literacy instruction in all content areas 

• Text Complexity 

• Academic Vocabulary 

• Text Based Answers 

• Increase Writing from Sources 



What are your thoughts about 
these shifts? 

Where do you see your school in 
making these shifts? 



Measuring Text Complexity 

• Quantitative-Lexile-frequency of words and length of 

sentences 

• Qualitative-Content, Theme, Genre, vocabulary, text 

features and structure 

• Reader and Task-motivation, ability levels, background 

• Fountas and Pinnell Leveling System-Ladder of 

Progress….Where should students be? 

 





• Background 

• Prior 

• Cultural 

• Vocabulary 

• Standard English 

• Variations 

• Register 

• Genre 

• Organization 

• Narration 

• Text Features 

• Graphics 

• Density and 
Complexity 

• Figurative 
Language 

• Purpose Levels of 
Meaning 

Structure 

Knowledge 
Demands 

Language 
Convention 
and Clarity 



“Read like a detective, write 
like a reporter.” 



Argumentation 

and 

Discussion 
Extended 

Writing 

Close 

Reading 



A LOOK AT CHARLOTTE’S WEB 
Making Meaning of Complex Text in Alignment with the CCSS 



Understanding the Standards 
• Standards 1-3-Evidence Standards 

– What might the main character learn that I too can learn? 

– Moving from literal comprehension to deeper meaning 

– Considering central themes and character motivation 

• Standards 4-6-Syntax Standards 

– Consider the effects of the author’s use of language, voice 

structure, point of view and style 

– Look for purposeful uses of words and consider how it shapes 

the meaning 

• Standards 7-9-Analytical Standards 

– Comparing and Contrasting themes across books 

– Text sets 

 

 



Plan with the End in Mind 

• The standard-what does it say? 
• What are you trying to get students to understand? 

• Unwrapping the Standard…What do students really 
need to know within the grade level that pertains to 
that thinking? 

• How can I ask that in a form of a question that will 
require my students to think deeply about the text?  



Unpacking	the	Standards	 	

Standard:	

R.L.3.6	
	

Learning	Goal/BIG	IDEA:	
	

I	can	distinguish	my	point	of	view	from	that	of	the	character.	
	

	Prior	Knowledge		
(Facts	students	need	to	know	to	get	to	the	BIG	

IDEA)	

What	do	I	want	students	to	Understand	

(Concept-Noun)	

Be	able	to	do	(Skill-Verb)	

	

Point	of	view	

Character	
Text	Structure-story	events	
Author’s	Purpose	
	
	
	

	
	

	
	

	

Their	own	point	of	view	
from	that	of	the	character.	

Verb(s)	
	

Distinguish	

Depth	of	Knowledge	
	

Level	3	

What	prior	knowledge	do	students	need	to	have	to	successfully	meet	this	learning	goal?	(Include	vocabulary)	

I	can	identify	the	point	of	view	of	the	main	character.	
I	can	describe	my	own	point	of	view	of	what	is	happening	in	the	story.	

I	can	explain	why	the	author	included	certain	parts	of	the	story.	
I	can	explain	how	my	point	of	view	is	different	from	that	of	the	character.	
I	can	explain	how	a	certain	event	led	to	my	character	feeling	a	certain	way.	
I	can	explain	how	a	certain	event	led	to	my	own	feeling	a	certain	way.	
	

	
	

	

	Raise	the	Rigor	



Progression of  
Text-dependent Questions 

Opinions, Arguments, 

 Intertextual Connections 

Inferences 

Author’s Purpose 

Vocab & Text Structure 

Key Details 

General Understandings 

Part 

Sentence 

Paragraph 

Entire text 

Across texts 

 

 

Word 

Whole 

Segments 



WRITE YOUR OWN SET OF TEXT-
DEPENDENT QUESTIONS…. 

Point of view of the characters….. 



Asking Questions… 
Final Question-Explain how Mr. Arable’s point of view changed in this first 

chapter of the story.  Cite text based evidence in your response. 

Author’s Purpose-How does the author’s description of Avery show how 

he is different than Fern? 

Text Structure-Fern refers to Wilbur’s situation as an injustice.  How does 

her reference to an injustice affect the story? 

Vocabulary-The author says that Mr. Arable brings in the pig and washes his 

hands.  What is the significance of the term “washed his hands.” 

General Understandings/Key Ideas-Describe Mr. Arable’s 

reasoning for deciding on Wilbur’s fate at the beginning of the chapter. 



How does this look in the classroom? 

• Close reading of short text 

• Students read first, circling unknown words, and confusing 
parts. 

• Teacher reads aloud, annotating text, focusing on literal 
meaning. 

• Students read a third time, annotating for the general 
understanding question. 

• Students answer text dependent questions 
– Conversations with peers 

– Graphic organizers 

– Over time 



Standard 10 
• Proficient and Independent readers…. 

– Students need to see this work in action-MODEL before 
expecting independence 

– Students should read, write and talk about grade level 
text daily 

– Independent Reading still needs to occur 

– Scaffold as needed through questions, modeling and 
small group work 

– Annotations-window into student thinking 

 



Questions???? 


